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The M3D Pro
The Pro is the worlds first self aware 3D printer. It has an advanced sensor
network; a dual-arm processor system fuses data from over two dozen
sensors, which provide closed—loop feedback to correct for errors such as
filament jams, shortages and power outages. This allows the Pro to
provide a more reliable printing experience for users.

The Pro is designed and assembled in the USA at M3D’s Fulton, MD

headquarters.

The Pro Retail package includes one Pro 3D Printer, one 1 year warranty,
printed instruction material, and nice retail packaging.



The M3D Pro
Key Features
The Pro was designed with high quality metal parts including brass,
stainless steel and aluminum, making the Pro perfect for reliably printing
precision parts.

- Heated Print Bed. A next gen, tempered, heated glass
surface provides consistent prints and easy removal of
objects. Uses 400% less power than traditional heated beds.

print failure, such as power outages, pauses, filamenta Embedded Recovery Mode: The M3D Pro can recover from

A shortages or jams.

Stand Alone Mode: Automatically transfer print jobs to
internal memory, allowing the print to continue without
being tethered to a computer.

Advanced Sensor Network: Dual—Arm processor system
fuses data from over 20 sensors to provide industry
leading consistency and reliability.

’9 3rd Party Filaments: Compatible with

0 industry standard 1.75mm filaments.

Most Space Efficient 30 Printer: Print objects
7.5" tall or 7" x 7" wide. Outside dimensions:
10.5" cube.



Technical Specifications
Printer Dimensions: Cube, 10.5 in per side
PrinterWeight: 4.7 lb
Power source: External power supply
Country of Origin: Designed & Assembled in the USA
Certifications: CE, FCC, RoHS

Heated Print Bed: A next generation tempered heated glass surface provides a consistent
printing experience, and easy removal of printed objects with 400% better power
efficiency.
Large Build Volume: Print objects up to 7.8" tall or 7" x 7" wide
Nozzle: 0.40 mm (replaceable - 0.35, 0.5 & 0.75 mm will be available)
Accuracy: 25-350 micron layer heights, 0.40 mm nozzle extrusion
Print speed: Typically prints filament at 60 mm/s, and travels at speeds up to 120 mm/s

Embedded Recovery: The M3D Pro can recover from print failure, such as from power
outages, pauses, and filament shortage orjams
Stand Alone Mode: M3D’s software will automatically start printing and transfer print jobs
to an internal memory chip, allowing the print to continue without being tethered to a
computer
Advanced Sensor Network: The world's first dual-ARM processor system fuses data from
more than two dozen sensors to provide industry leading consistency and reliability
Construction: Precision ground metal components, glass surface heated bed, durable
ABS Frame

Third Party Filaments: Compatible with all industry standard 1.75 mm filaments, including
particle-filled materials and high-temperature materials (up to 270 C)
Pro- sized Filament Spool Weight: 1 lb, 500 feet long
Third Party Applications: Accepts standard G-codes, making it compatible with 3rd party
applications
Free M3D Software: Available on Windows and Mac
3D Model Flle Formats Supported: STL & OBJ
USB: 2.0 and above Print Anything®


